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ABSTRACT

The westward South Equatorial Current (SEC) and eastward Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) is a mar-

ginally stable current systemdue to the strong vertical shear. The existence ofwavelikemotionsmay locally reduce

the Richardson number enough to trigger instabilities. Here, velocity measurements from the Tropical Atmo-

sphereOcean (TAO) array are used to examine the variability of oscillations within 0.125–12 cycles per day (cpd).

It is found that the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations become more energetic in the presence of strong tropical in-

stability waves (TIWs). The enhancement of shear variance is most pronounced around the EUC core

(115m), while prominent elevation of kinetic energy occurs around 85m, where the EUC shear is strongest.

Particularly, the energetic 0.125–12-cpd oscillations during strong TIW seasons do not cycle on a daily basis

and are more evident during the southward phase of TIWs. The enhanced 0.125–12-cpd oscillations during

strong TIW seasons can be ascribed neither to the changing background stratification nor to the vertical

migration of EUC core at the corresponding time scales. Its strength is tightly correlated with the EUC

shear and, to a lesser extent, the TIW shear. A partial correlation analysis suggests that the correlation to the

TIW shear is mainly due to the association between EUC and TIW shear. The strength of the 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations does not follow the variation of surface wind speed and wind curl, implying that they are not

directly generated by surface wind forcing.

1. Introduction

Turbulence is an energetic, rotational, and eddying

state of motion that effectively transfers its kinetic en-

ergy into heat by generating large gradients of velocity

at small scales, for example, from 1mm to 1 cm (Thorpe

2005). Energetic turbulence was found in the upper

equatorial ocean (Crawford and Osborn 1981; Peters

et al. 1989). The associated diapycnal transport was

demonstrated to play a key role in the equatorial heat

and momentum budget (Peters et al. 1988; Dillon et al.

1989; Moum et al. 2009; Moum et al. 2013). A better

knowledge of its spatial and temporal variation will

improve models’ representation and prediction of equa-

torial currents and climate variability (Pacanowski and

Philander 1981; de Szoeke and Xie 2008).

Shear instability has been suggested as an important

source of mixing in the stratified water column above

the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) core (Sutherland

1996; Sun et al. 1998; Moum et al. 2011; Smyth et al. 2011;

Smyth and Moum 2013; Smyth et al. 2013). The strong

shear between the westward South Equatorial Current

(SEC) and the eastward EUC makes the flow margin-

ally stable (Smyth and Moum 2013). The addition of

wavelike motions may locally reduce the Richardson

number enough to trigger instabilities. In addition to

producing turbulence, waves are also important in their

own right. Using the microstructure measurements at

08, 1408W, Dillon et al. (1989) reported that the estimated
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turbulent stress was not able to balance the momentum

budget in the upper 30m. One explanation is the negli-

gence of the momentum transport associated with the

downward-radiating internal waves probably generated

by perturbations of the mixed layer (Wijesekera and

Dillon 1991).

In addition to large-scale circulation and small-scale

turbulence, the upper equatorial ocean exhibits pro-

nounced wavelike motions at intermediate time scales.

Energetic narrowband oscillations (NBOs) have been

observed in the deep cycle layer and are generally as-

sociated with bursts of turbulent mixing (Moum et al.

1992; McPhaden and Peters 1992). These oscillations

are characterized by frequencies close to the local buoy-

ancy frequency and horizontal wavelengths of 150–250m.

Its strength shows a diurnal cycle with significant en-

hancement during the nighttime (Moum et al. 1992;

McPhaden and Peters 1992). Possible generation mech-

anisms include the shear instability (Smyth et al. 2013)

and the perturbation of the mixed layer base (Wijesekera

and Dillon 1991).

Another prominent wave motion is tropical instability

waves (TIWs). TIWs are a dominant feature of seasonal

variability in the equatorial PacificOcean (Legeckis 1977;

Miller et al. 1985; Halpern et al. 1988; McPhaden 1996;

Strutton et al. 2001), which can significantly affect ENSO,

nutrient supply, and oceanic carbon uptake in the trop-

ical Pacific (Murray et al. 1994; Strutton et al. 2001; Yu

and Liu 2003; An 2008). In the tropical Pacific, the TIWs

are visible in meanders in the equatorial sea surface tem-

perature (SST) front (Legeckis 1977), dynamic topog-

raphy (Miller et al. 1985), sea surface height (SSH)

(P�erigaud 1990; Farrar 2008, 2011), and ocean color

(Strutton et al. 2001), as well as subsurface meridional

velocity (Halpern et al. 1988) and temperature (McPhaden

1996) with periods of 15–40 days and wavelengths of

700–1600 km. These signals are unstable modes re-

sembling a first-meridional-mode Rossby wave cen-

tered at about 58N and a surface-trapped Yanai wave

on the equator (Lyman et al. 2005; Lyman 2007). The

former has periods around 28–35 days and is prominent

in SST and SSH (McPhaden 1996). The latter has periods

around 15–23 days and produces surface-intensified me-

ridional velocity with an amplitude of 1m s21 (Halpern

et al. 1988; McPhaden 1996).

TIWs maintain themselves by absorbing energy from

large-scale circulation through both barotropic and baro-

clinic instabilities (Luther and Johnson 1990). Three

mechanisms may account for the generation of TIWs.

The first mechanism is related to the vertical shear be-

tween the EUC and SEC (Qiao and Weisberg 1995,

1998; Luther and Johnson 1990). The second is as-

sociated with the meridional temperature gradient at

the Equatorial Front (Yu et al. 1995; Luther and Johnson

1990). The third is due to the horizontal shear between

the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) and SEC

(Philander 1978) and probably plays a minor role com-

pared with the other two mechanisms (Proehl 1998).

The local buoyancy frequency in the upper equatorial

ocean is typically O(1022) rad s21, while the frequency

of TIWs is O(1026) rad s21. Therefore, there is a broad

frequency gap between the NBOs and TIWs. Energetic

wavelike motions with a vertical wavelength of 40m and

a period of 12 days were found during the cruise in April

1987 (Peters et al. 1991) and were demonstrated to play

an important role in generating mixing (Peters et al.

1995). Therefore, motions within this frequency gap seem

to be nontrivial, yet have not been systematically stud-

ied. In this paper, we will analyze their temporal and

spatial variability using acoustic Doppler current pro-

filer (ADCP) measurements at 08, 1408W from the Trop-

ical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array. For the temporal

variability, most of our studies will be based on the com-

parisons of their strengths during strong and weak TIW

seasons. There are two motivations for choosing this

composite analysis. First, it is likely that the strength of

motions within the frequency gap might be related to

the equatorial currents. The TIWs exhibit pronounced

seasonal and interannual variability (Fig. 1) reflecting

changes of equatorial currents at the corresponding time

scales (Halpern et al. 1988; An 2008). Second, Moum

et al. (2009) reported a unique layer of enhanced mixing

immediately above the EUC core in the presence of an

energetic TIW. It was suggested that the additional me-

ridional shear produced by the TIW may nudge the flow

toward instability. If shear of motions within this fre-

quency gap were elevated at this layer during strong

TIW seasons, it might also contribute to the energetic

mixing.

The paper is organized as follows: Data and method-

ology are given in section 2. Results and analyses are

presented in section 3, followed by discussions. Finally,

conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Data and methods

a. Construction of TIW variability index

We use ADCP measurements at 08, 1408W from the

TAO array (McPhaden et al. 1998) to investigate TIW

variability. The hourly velocity data are derived from

the subsurface upward-looking ADCP with a nominal

bin width and pulse length of 8m. These data are then

linearly interpolated to a regular grid with 5-m depth in-

tervals. The time coverage is September 1996–November

2010.
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The variability of TIWs is quantified following Lyman

(2007). We first filter the meridional velocity data so

that periods between 14 and 25 days are retained. Then a

Hilbert combined empirical orthogonal function (CEOF)

analysis is applied to the filtered time series to further

isolate the TIW signals. The first mode exhibits great

variability around the period 17.5 days and accounts for

more than 80% of the total variance. We use the tem-

poral amplitude of this first mode to indicate the vari-

ability of TIWs (Fig. 1). In this paper, the strong TIW

seasons are defined as those with the TIW variability

index one standard deviation larger than the mean value,

while the weak TIW seasons are defined as those with the

index smaller than the mean value.

b. Isolating oscillations within the frequency gap

The hourly ADCP velocity data are high-pass filtered

so that periods less than 8 days are retained. The high-

pass-filtered signals consist of motions of 0.125–12

cycles per day (cpd), covering a substantial portion of the

frequency gap between the TIWs and NBOs. It should be

noted that the cutoff period of 8 days is somewhat arbi-

trary. However, a moderate change of this value, that is,

from 4 to 10 days, does not make any substantial impact

on the following conclusions. Finally, a harmonic analysis

is employed to minimize the velocity induced by tides.

The harmonic analysis is applied to each 25-day bin in-

dividually rather than the whole time series in consider-

ation of the irregularity of baroclinic tides in phase and

amplitude.

c. Calculating background stratification

Gridded temperature/salinity data obtained from the

Argo floats (Roemmich and Gilson 2009) are used to

compute the background stratification. The monthly

data span from January 2004 to December 2012 and are

interpolated onto an hourly grid to match the ADCP

records. The reference pressure for computing the po-

tential density is 0 dbar.

d. Calculating shear variance

Shear variance is computed as

S25
(Du)21 (Dy)2

(Dz)2
, (1)

where u and y are the zonal and meridional compo-

nents of the ADCP current, and D is the first-order

difference operator.According to theWentzel–Kramers–

Brillouin (WKB) theory, waves undergo refraction in

the varying background stratification. The horizontal

velocity and vertical wavenumber tend to scale as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N/N0

p

and N/N0, respectively. Here N is the background buoy-

ancy frequency and N0 5 1022 s21 is a reference value.

To minimize the refraction effects on shear variance,

the shear variance should be normalized by (N/N0)
3,

henceforth referred to as the WKB-normalized shear

variance. The shear variance S2h associated with the

0.125–12-cpd oscillations is computed from (1) using

the high-pass (,8 day) filtered velocity. The shear

variance S2T produced by TIWs is derived from the

bandpass (14–25 day) filtered meridional velocity while

the EUC shear variance S2U is computed from the low-

pass (.25 day) filtered zonal velocity.

e. Calculating the surface wind forcing

To examine the relation of 0.125–12-cpd oscillations

to surface wind forcing, surface wind speed and wind

velocity curl are computed. The surface wind speed is

derived from the measurements of the TAOmooring at

08, 1408W. Its temporal resolution is 1 h during 1993–98.

After that, it increases to 10min. To be consistent with

the ADCP data, the TAO wind data are hourly aver-

aged. The TAO moorings are typically hundreds (thou-

sands) of kilometers away from each other meridionally

(zonally) and thus are not suitable to compute the rele-

vant wind curl. The cross-calibratedmulti-platform ocean

surface wind vector analyses (CCMP) (Atlas et al. 2011)

FIG. 1. Normalized TIW variability index derived from the ADCP data at 08, 1408W. The gray dashed and dotted

lines represent the mean and std dev of the TIW index, respectively. The strong TIW seasons (gray arrows) are

defined as those with the TIW variability index one std dev larger than the mean value, while the weak TIW seasons

are defined as those with the index smaller than the mean value.
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are used for this purpose. The CCMP wind data com-

bine cross-calibrated satellite winds using a variational

analysis method. It has a much higher horizontal res-

olution of 0.258 3 0.258, but at the cost of a lower

temporal resolution of 6 h.

3. Results

a. Enhanced 0.125–12-cpd oscillations during strong
TIW seasons

The TIWs exhibit pronounced seasonal and inter-

annual variability (Fig. 1). For instance, energetic TIWs

occurred during 1999–2000, while they were almost ab-

sent during 1997–98. On the equator, TIWs produce

surface-intensified meridional velocity (Halpern et al.

1988; McPhaden 1996), leading to energetic meridional

shear in the upper 120m (Fig. 2a). The maximal speeds

of the mean zonal flow between different TIW condi-

tions are comparable to each other with both close to

1.1m s21 (Fig. 2b). However, the EUC core during the

strong TIW seasons descends to 115m, 15m deeper than

that during the weak TIW seasons. The westward SEC

extends at least to 40m during the strong TIW seasons,

while the weak TIW seasons are associated with an

eastward flow of 0.4m s21 at that depth (Fig. 2b).

Correspondingly, shear of the mean zonal flow shows

pronounced enhancement in the upper 40–100m dur-

ing the strong TIW seasons (Fig. 2c). This is consistent

with the scenario where TIWs are furnished by the

shear between EUC and SEC (Qiao and Weisberg 1995,

1998; Luther and Johnson 1990).

The background stratification also varies between

periods of different TIW conditions. The thermocline

during the strong TIW seasons becomes narrower and

somewhat shallower (Fig. 2c). Particularly, the stratifi-

cation in the upper 40–240m under the strong TIW con-

dition is weaker than that under the weak TIW condition

except for 80–90m. The stability of the background

flow is significantly reduced during the strong TIW

seasons due to the enhanced EUC shear and weakened

stratification.

The shear variance S2h of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations

is significantly elevated during the strong TIW seasons

(Fig. 2d). The enhancement is most pronounced around

the EUC core and extends at least to 90–130m. Within

90–130m, S2h is about 38% larger during strong TIW

seasons than during weak TIW seasons. To test whether

the enhancement is statistically significant, a bootstrap

method is applied as we have no prior information on

the probability distributions of the data. The number of

bootstrap samples is chosen as 1000. Further increasing

the sample number does not lead to any substantial im-

pact on the computed statistics, but definitely requires

muchmore computing time. The enhanced S2h around the

EUCcore is a statistically robust feature during the strong

TIW seasons. Its 99% confidence interval is well sepa-

rated from that during the weak TIW seasons (Fig. 2d).

FIG. 2. Composite analyses between strong (red) and weak (blue) TIW seasons. The horizontal dotted linesmark the EUC core. (a) The

TIW shear variance with the shaded regions representing the 99% confidence intervals. (b) Mean zonal flow. (c) Mean stratification

(dashed) and shear variance associated with the mean zonal flow (solid). (d) Shear variance of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations with the

shaded regions representing the 99% confidence intervals. The green line denotes the difference between strong and weak TIW seasons.

The gray line denotes the difference between local daytime and nighttime during strong TIW seasons. (e) As in (d), but for the kinetic

energy of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations.
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The energetic 0.125–12-cpd shear under the strong

TIW condition is also evident in the vertical wavenumber

space. Particularly, the vertical wavenumber spectra re-

veal that the enhancement is mainly due to the elevated

shear around 0.07 radm21 (Fig. 3). The average spectral

value within 0.04–0.10 radm21 is about 35% larger under

the strong TIW condition than under the weak TIW

condition (significant at the ,1% significance level).

The enhanced 0.125–12-cpd shear during the strong

TIW seasons is unlikely to result from the aliasing of

TIW signals. The depth distribution of S2h differs from

the shear variance S2T associated with TIWs (Figs. 2a,d).

The shear variance S2T is most pronounced around 85m,

while the enhancement of S2h is mainly confined to

90–130m and much stronger.

The EUC core typically follows the migration of the

density field (Chereskin et al. 1986; Toole et al. 1987),

while cross-isopycnal movements were also observed

(Peters et al. 1991). Such movements may contami-

nate frequency spectra of velocity (Chereskin et al.

1986) and shear. The EUC shear is weakest around its

core. When the EUC core migrates upward or down-

ward, the position with minimal background shear vari-

ancemoves correspondingly. In this case, the background

shear variance around 115m is increased with the en-

hancement generally proportional to the migrating

distance. We compare the 0.125–12-cpd migrating dis-

placement under strong and weak TIW conditions. Their

probability density functions (PDFs) do not exhibit any

evident difference between different conditions (Fig. 4a).

Particularly, the root-mean-square migrating displace-

ment drms is around 7.3m during both strong and weak

TIW seasons. Furthermore, we estimate the contribu-

tion of EUC migration to S2h by assuming that the ver-

tical migration of the EUC core can be treated as a

vertical translation with its shape unchanged. PDFs of

the simulated shear variance are very different from

the observed ones (Figs. 4b,c). Under the strong TIW

condition, the mean (median) value of the simulated

shear variance around 115m is only about 3:2(0:68)3
1025 s22 (Fig. 4b), much smaller than the observed value

9:4(4:6)3 1025 s22 (Fig. 4b). Similar is the case under

the weak TIW condition (Fig. 4c). Moreover, the ver-

tical wavenumber spectra suggest that S2h is dominated

by wavelengths around 80–90m (Fig. 3). If the 0.125–

12-cpd shear was basically an artifact due to the EUC

migration, its vertical scale would be related to that of

FIG. 3. Vertical wavenumber spectra of the 0.125–12-cpd shear

during strong (red) and weak (blue) TIW seasons. The spectra

are that of uz and yz added. The shaded regions indicate the 99%

confidence intervals based on a bootstrap method. The horizontal

gray bar denotes the spectral resolution of 0.026 radm21.

FIG. 4. (a) PDFs of the high-pass-filtered EUC migration displacement during strong (red) and weak (blue) TIW seasons. The legend

shows the std dev of the migration displacement. (b) PDFs of S2h (dashed) and the simulated shear variance (solid) during strong TIW

seasons. The legend shows the mean and median values. (c) As in (b), but for the weak TIW seasons.
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isopycnal migration. Previous observations at this site

indicated that the isopycnal migration was in phase

within 50–150m (Toole et al. 1987), implying a wave-

length longer than 100m. Therefore, the energetic S2h

during the strong TIW seasons cannot be simply as-

cribed to the migration of the EUC core.

The elevated 0.125–12-cpd shear during the strong TIW

seasons does not result from the seasonal variation of the

background stratification (Fig. 5) either. The enhancement

of the WKB-normalized shear variance around the EUC

core is even more evident (significant at the ,1% sig-

nificance level). This is probably due to the shoaling

thermocline during the strong TIW seasons (Fig. 2c).

The kinetic energy (1/2)Q2
h of the 0.125–12-cpd os-

cillations is also elevated in the presence of energetic

TIWs (Fig. 2e). Unlike S2h, the enhancement of (1/2)Q2
h

is most evident around 85m and extends to 40–120m.

Reasons for the different vertical structures between S2h
and (1/2)Q2

h remain unknown and deserve investigation

in future studies. Finally, it should be noted that both

(1/2)Q2
h and S2h do not cycle on a daily basis (Figs. 2d,e),

suggesting that the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations are not re-

lated to the deep cycle layer mixing (Moum et al. 1992;

McPhaden and Peters 1992; Lien et al. 1995).

b. Correlation of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations
to winds, TIWs, and EUC

As is demonstrated above, the 0.125–12-cpd oscil-

lations are significantly enhanced in the presence of

strong TIWs, but it does not necessarily mean that they

FIG. 5. PDFs of the WKB-normalized S2h within 100–115m

during strong and weak TIW seasons. The legend shows the mean

values. Note that a logarithm scale is used for the x axis.

FIG. 6. (a) Std dev of the low-pass-filtered zonal velocity using different cutoff periods; (b) the

EUC shear variance during strong (red) and weak (blue) TIW seasons and their difference

(green).
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are directly related to TIWs, as the EUC and surface

winds also vary during strong and weak TIW seasons.

In this section, we will evaluate the relevance of these

candidates basing on correlation analyses.

The EUC is isolated by low-pass filtering the zonal

velocity with a cutoff period of 25 days. In this case,

influences of internal waves and TIWs are probably re-

moved. However, using longer or shorter cutoff periods

does not make any substantial impact (Fig. 6a). This is

mainly because EUC is dominated by the variations at

seasonal and longer time scales.

The shear associated with EUC SU is significantly el-

evated during the strong TIW seasons (Fig. 6b). This is

not surprising as the shear between EUC and SEC is

in favor of generating TIWs (Qiao and Weisberg 1995,

1998; Luther and Johnson 1990). Similar to ST (Fig. 2b),

the enhancement of SU is also most pronounced around

85m (Fig. 6b). However, its magnitude is much larger

compared with ST . Particularly, S
2
U around 85m is about

4:03 1024 s22 during the strong TIW seasons, an order

of magnitude larger than S2T .

We implement a linear correlation analysis between

the strength of 0.125–12-cpd oscillations and S2U and S2T
at different depths. Here, two measurements are used

to indicate the strength of 0.125–12-cpd oscillations.

The first IS is S2h averaged within 105–115m, while the

second IQ is (1/2)Q2
h averaged within 75–95m. As is

demonstrated in Fig. 7, these two measurements give

very similar results. Therefore, only the results based on

IS are documented henceforth. Before computing the

correlation coefficients, we divide the data into 25-day

bins and calculate the averages for each bin. There are

two advantages for using the bin-averaged values. First,

the random noise is significantly reduced, making the

computed correlation coefficients more robust. Second,

the 0.125–12-cpd oscillationsmight be generated by shear

instabilities of the background flow. Time is needed

for energy to transfer from the background flow to in-

stability waves. If this were the case, the background

shear might be not simultaneously correlated with the

strength of 0.125–12-cpd oscillations. However, the

time lag effect is almost negligible for the bin-averaged

values.

The measurement IS is tightly correlated with S2U
around 85m (Fig. 7a), where it is strongest during the

strong TIW seasons (Fig. 6b). The correlation coefficient

reaches up to 0.76 (significant at the ,1% significance

FIG. 7. (a) Correlation of IS with S2U (solid) with S2T (dashed) at different depths. The vertical

dotted lines denote the 1% significance level. (b) As in (a), but for IQ.

TABLE 1. Correlation r and partial correlation rp of IS (IQ) with S2U
and S2T at 85m. The p value represents the significance level.

S2U S2T

r 0.76 (0.79) 0.39 (0.42)

p value 0 (0) 0 (0)

rp 0.71 (0.72) 0.11 (0.15)

p value 0 (0) 0.19 (0.06)
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level). Furthermore, there is also significant correlation

between IS and S2T , although the correlation coefficient

is much smaller (Fig. 7a). At this stage, it appears that

both the EUC and TIW shear may contribute to the

energetic 0.125–12-cpd oscillations during the strong

TIW seasons. As S2T and S2U are positively correlated

with each other, a partial correlation analysis is used to

further isolate their contributions. In probability the-

ory and statistics, partial correlation measures the cor-

relation between two random variables after removing

the effect of other variables (Guilford and Fruchter

1973). It helps spot spurious correlations and is suitable

for our purpose here.

Table 1 lists the correlation coefficients r and partial

correlation coefficients rp between IS and S2U (S2T) at

85m. Values at 85m are used because it is the depth at

which S2U and S2T exhibit the highest correlation with IS
(Fig. 7). While rp is comparable to r for S2U , rp is close

to zero and statistically insignificant for S2T . Therefore,

the correlation of IS with S2T does not necessarily mean

causation. Instead, it might be an artifact resulting from

its correlation to S2U .

Finally, let us examine the relation of the 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations to the surface winds. The correlation co-

efficient between the speed of 0.125–12-cpd winds and

S2h [(1/2)Q2
h] is less than 0.4 throughout the water col-

umn (Fig. 8a). Similar is the case for the magnitude of

the 0.125–12-cpd wind velocity curl (Fig. 8b). There-

fore, the bulk of the variance of the 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations cannot be explained by surface wind forc-

ing. The surface winds are unlikely to play an important

role here.

4. Discussions

a. Influences of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations
on diapycnal mixing

Shear instability has been suggested as an important

source of mixing in the stratified water column above

the EUC core. During the strong TIW seasons, the shear

associated with the EUC and TIWs is significantly

enhanced. The addition of the energetic 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations may nudge the flow toward instability. Moum

et al. (2009) reported a unique 20–40-m-thick layer

of strong mixing immediately above the EUC core in

the presence of an energetic TIW. As is shown in this

paper, the shear associated with the 0.125–12-cpd os-

cillations exhibits pronounced enhancement within

90–130m during the strong TIW seasons. In addition to

the vigorous EUC and TIWs, it might be possible that

the energetic 0.125–12-cpd oscillations also contribute

to the mixing. We note that shear of the 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations and mixing immediately above the EUC

core share two similar features. First, both do not cycle

on a daily basis (Fig. 2d; Moum et al. 2009). Second,

both show enhancement during the southward phase

of TIWs (Fig. 9; Inoue et al. 2012). Nevertheless,

FIG. 8. Correlation of S2h (solid) and (1/2)Q2
h (dashed) with the magnitude of the

(a) 0.125–12-cpd wind velocity and (b) 0.125–12-cpd wind velocity curl.
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a dynamical link between the mixing and 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations cannot be justified due to the limited data.

b. Generation mechanisms for the 0.125–12-cpd
oscillations

As is demonstrated above, the strength of the 0.125–

12-cpd oscillations is tightly correlated with the EUC

shear, implying that these energetic oscillations might

be generated by the shear instability of EUC. Further-

more, the observed vertical structure of the 0.125–12-cpd

oscillations is not inconsistent with shear instability

waves. According to the linear stability analysis (Pham

et al. 2012; Smyth et al. 2013), the perturbation kinetic

energy should be concentrated around the critical level

typically associated with strong background shear. But

this is not necessarily the case for the perturbation shear

variance due to the complicated structure of the unstable

modes (Sun et al. 1998; Pham et al. 2012; Smyth et al.

2013). These patterns are similar to the observations here.

In a word, existing observational evidence does not rule

out the shear instability as a generation mechanism.

5. Summary

Velocity measurements from the TAO array are used

to examine the variability of 0.125–12-cpd oscillations

during strong and weak TIW seasons. In the presence of

strong TIWs, the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations become more

energetic. The enhancement of S2h is most pronounced

around the EUC core (115m), while prominent elevation

of (1/2)Q2
h occurs around 85m, where the EUC shear is

strongest. Particularly, the energetic 0.125–12-cpd os-

cillations during strong TIW seasons do not cycle on

a daily basis and are more evident during the south-

ward phase of TIWs.

The variability of the 0.125–12-cpd oscillations be-

tween strong and weak TIW seasons is not due to the

changing background stratification, and neither can it

be ascribed to the vertical migration of EUC core at the

corresponding time scales. The strength of the 0.125–

12-cpd oscillations is tightly correlated with the EUC

shear and, to a lesser extent, the TIW shear. However,

its correlation to the TIW shear is mainly due to the

association between EUC and TIW shear according to

the partial correlation analysis. The strength of the

0.125–12-cpd oscillations does not follow the variation

of surface wind forcing at the corresponding time scales,

suggesting that surface winds do not play an important

role.
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